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ABSTRACT. Analyaiw of ohifltij^scattcnng and polariTiaiion of 300 Mov energy protons 
IS made in Born ajjproximaiion for Woods-Saxoii typo of nude on-nuclear potentml with 
spiii-oibit oouplmg,
i t  has 1)0011 felt by Sternheimer (1955) and Bjorklund and others (1957) that 
to ac,count for the polarization of elabtically scattered beam of protons in the high 
onergy region there should be a spin orbit coupling along with the central part of 
the nucleon-nuclear potential. In this paper we take the potential to be of the 
form :
V =  [ r c « + iF „ ]  p (r)+ [V ,^+ iV ,,]  ( - | ) '  1
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The Born aiiproxiniatiou analysis gives the matrix element for the central part 
of the potential as
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The matrix element of the spin-orbit part of the potential is given by 
< / l  I i>  =  ~ { V s K + i V s i ) ( ~ y  i  cos 0/2 Bin 1  .
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Here we have conaidered the iniial state a plane wave parallel to z axis with spin 
parallel to x axis. We are interested in the scattering in YZ  plane. The differential 
scattering cross section d(r/da) is given by
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The square well limit for the scattering cross section as given by Fermi (1954) 
is obtained by making a tend to zero. Of course Fermi has taken =  0  and 
Fjjjj =  The intensity of polarization is as usual expressed by
m  ■
/ ( ♦ - ’ a  ) + / ( . > - “ )
From formula (3) we obtain
m  =  ■
J ( y m I  [For yo a ym \
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This expression is independent of the diffusivity parameter a and thus, as expected, 
we find that the polarization depends only upon the magnitudes of the potentials 
and not on their radial shapes. So, for the polarization, no better agreement with 
experiment is obtained from the diffuse well shape than from the square well 
potential as shown by Fermi (1954). For the scattering cross sectioiuve have taken
average of dtr/dco which is given by ~  ^ )  ] '
real part of the central potential will bo somewhat modified in forward scattering 
angles if the coulomb potential is taken into account. This we have neglected 
because in the 300 Mev region coulomb cross section drops off very rapidly with 
aixgle for the elements considered here.
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Wo present here the result (figure 1 ) of our calculation of the differential aoat- 
(rjjig cross sections of 340 Mev protons scattered by leEid and 313 Mev protons
$(PE0 f)EES)
Fif?. 1 .----- Exact phaao-shift analysis (1957).
- - - Born approximation analysis.
floattered by carbon (figure 2 ) along with the results of exact phase shift analysis 
of Bjorklund, Blandford and Fernbach (1957). As regards parameters, we have
chosen =  1.25X 1 0 “ ®^ a =  0,65 X 10-ia, =  q Mev, Vqj =  16 Mev,
Vf.ji =  1.08 Mev, and Vgj = —2.28 Mev. For small angles the scattering cross 
section is not affected by the spin orbit coupling term which predominates as the 
scattering angle increases. At 30° angle of scattering the contribution of spin- 
orbit coupling term to the scattering cross section is 1 0  times greater than that 
of the central potential. The effect of increasing the magnitude of the spin-orbit 
coupling term is to raise the scattering cross section a t larger angles. I t  
appears from the figures that the calculations in Born approximation for 300 
Mev protons agree closely with those of the exact phase shift analysis.
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2 . ------Exact phaHO shift aiialysiH (1957).
- - - Born approximation aimlysiB.
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